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Hannah
Please add this to the Public Input for the SMP Update.
Karl

Public Hearing Input - Length of Document
My copy of the Declaration of Independence and US Constitution is contained in 48 very small pages. If place
on 8X11 pages it would probably fit easily on 12 pages. The SMP I read was about 100 pages (8X11).
In contrast to the US Constitution:
1. The SMP erodes our rights and freedoms
2. The SMP is contrary to/inconsistent with the Constitution
3. The SMP is poorly written
4. The SMP is poorly organized
5. The SMP is vague and its objectives are ambiguous/obscure
6. The SMP like the Constitution probably reflects its creators. The Founding Fathers were courageous, wise,
and profound. The DoE staffers/radical environmentalists are flakey, shallow, and lack integrity.
If the State Agencies and current elected controlling officials wish to ignore the ‘will of the people’ and the
State Constitution, why don’t they just shorten the SMP Update and say: Our authoritarian controlling
government party will incrementally take your land use from your bundle of private property rights and keep
the taxes the same. This will continue until the benefits of owning your property exceeds its value to you. Then
the State will use your own tax money to buy your property which they have regulated into worthlessness. We
won’t buy it right away until we’ve knocked down its value and you have supported us with your tax dollars for
a while longer.
Clallam County needs to follow the minimum standards of the State Law and the spirit of the State Constitution.
1. Reject in total the NNL Policy
2. Reverse the SMP overreaching in regards to setbacks and buffers.
3. Provide access to the huge amount of publicly owned shorelines of Clallam County and reverse any trend
toward forced public access on private property.
4. Quit spending an enormous amount of State revenue on this systematic assault on the private property rights
of the State’s Citizens.
5. There needs to be an investigation and tracking of the huge amount of funds that are being squander on the
pretext of saving the environment/the planet. (Private Property owners are this State’s most threatened species.)
Karl Spees - Student of Natural History & ‘Scientist’
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